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Abstract
We study the effect of a diverted magnetic geometry on edge plasma turbulence, focusing on the
three-dimensional structure and dynamics of filaments, also called blobs, in simulations of the
WEST tokamak, featuring a primary and secondary X-point. For this purpose, in addition to clas-
sical analysis techniques, we apply here a novel fully 3D Blob Recognition And Tracking (BRAT)
algorithm, allowing for the first time to resolve the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of
the blobs in a turbulent 3D plasma featuring a realistic magnetic geometry. The results are tested
against existing theoretical scalings of blob velocity [Myra et al, Physics of Plasmas 2006]. The
complementary analysis of the 3D structure of the filaments shows how they disconnect from the
divertor plate in the vicinity of the X-points, leading to a transition from a sheath-connected regime
to the ideal-interchange one. Furthermore, the numerical results show non-negligible effects of the
turbulent background plasma: approximately half of the detected filaments are involved in mutual
interactions, eventually resulting in negative radial velocities, and a fraction of the filaments is gen-
erated by turbulence directly below the X-point.
————————————————————————————————————————-
1 Introduction
Turbulence plays a key role in the edge plasma of fusion reactors, determining radial transport in
the Scrape-Off-Layer (SOL), driving poloidal rotation and possibly affecting the L-H transition [1].
In the SOL, turbulence takes the form of filamentary structures, usually referred to as blobs [2].
These structures are self-propelled by internal E ×B drift radially outwards, i.e. to the first wall.
Blobs are therefore believed to increase radial transport in the SOL and, under certain conditions, to
accelerate the aging of the first wall through increased erosion [3]. The scaling of blob radial velocity
has been therefore subject of several theoretical [4, 5, 6, 7] and experimental [8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]
investigations. In particular, it has been shown that blob velocity can be affected by the combined
effects of plasma collisionality and the magnetic geometry, leading to multiple regimes for blob
dynamics [5] related to different transport properties, depending mainly on whether the filaments
are connected to the divertor solid surfaces or not. The transition between different regimes needs
thus to be fully understood for both an effective design of the plasma facing components of future
fusion reactors and their efficient operation. In a tokamak, the experimental determination of blob
size and velocity, i.e. of turbulent radial transport, is subject to several constraints and can be
difficult, due mainly to the fact that only a few desired quantities (typically proxies for electron
density and plasma potential) are measured typically in 1D (reciprocating Langmuir probes) or
at best 2D (fast framing imaging). The 3D structure of blobs remains then unresolved, as it
is extremely challenging to couple divertor and midplane measurements and directly determine
1
whether the filaments are connected to the plasma sheath at the divertor plates or not.
Numerical simulations of plasma turbulence can help to enhance our understanding of blob structure
and dynamics, providing access to a number of physical quantities (not only density and potential,
but also parallel current, electron and ion temperatures) at all times, in the whole simulation domain.
A number of numerical investigations of blob dynamics has been conducted over the years, ranging
from 2D and 3D seeded blob simulations (e.g. [14, 15]) to 3D simulations in a turbulent background
plasma in limited [16] and diverted geometry [17, 18]. In this work, to improve our understanding
of filamentary transport, we analyze in details the three-dimensional structure and dynamics of
the blobs in turbulence simulations of plasmas in realistic divertor geometry. Different analysis
methods are employed, giving complementary results, namely a Conditional Average Sampling
(CAS) technique both in 2D and 3D, and a novel technique for detecting and tracking the blobs
directly in 3D, resolving their three-dimensional structure and dynamics, here presented for the first
time. In section 2 we introduce the numerical and analysis tools used for this investigation: the
turbulence code TOKAM3X [19], the 2D and 3D CAS technique, and the new 3D Blob Recognition
And Tracking algorithm (BRAT). The steady-state average profiles of the numerical simulations
are described in details in section 3. In section 4 we characterize the average blob dynamics in
the poloidal plane. The resulting filament size and radial velocity are compared with the scalings
exposed in Refs. [5, 20] in sec. 5. These results are complemented in sec. 6 by the analysis of
the three-dimensional structure of the average filaments, allowing us to evaluate the connection
of blobs at the outer midplane to the divertor plates. In section 7 we discuss the 3D dynamics of
single filaments using the BRAT, and we compare them with the averaged blobs dynamics discussed
earlier. Finally, in section 8 the main results are discussed.
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Figure 1: WEST tokamak poloidal plane. Meshes and domain decomposition for (a) lower single
null (LSN) and (b) shallow divertor (SD) configurations. The meshes shown here are coarser than
the actual meshes used in the simulations. The divertor solid surfaces are shown with thick black
lines. (c) Snapshot of the normalized plasma density n/n0 in the LSN configuration
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2 Numerical techniques for the simulations and the analysis
We consider the edge and SOL plasma of the WEST tokamak [21]. To emphasize the impact of the
magnetic geometry on the blobs dynamics, we consider two diverted magnetic configurations, Fig.
1: the lower single null (LSN) and the shallow divertor (SD) magnetic configurations. The LSN
configuration (Fig. 1a) is routinely used in WEST, and features a primary X-point close to the
target plates and a secondary X-point in the SOL at the top of the machine. The SD configuration
(Fig. 1b) corresponds to a limit case, where the X-point is on the target plate.
2.1 The TOKAM3X code for fluid turbulence simulations
TOKAM3X is a flux-driven plasma edge turbulence code, evolving self-consistently the background
plasma profiles and their fluctuations in versatile and realistic magnetic geometry. Recently, a
benchmarking with experimental data from the TORPEX device and with other similar codes has
shown some reliable results in the investigation of blobs [22]. In particular, the code solves the
continuity equation, the parallel momentum balance equation, electron parallel motion in the form
of a generalized Ohms law and the charge conservation equation (∇ · j = 0). The complete model
is detailed in Ref. [19]. Neumann conditions are applied at the radial inner and outer boundaries,
and Bohm-Chodura boundary conditions are applied at the target plates [23].
A snapshot of the normalized plasma density n/n0 for the LSN configuration is shown in Fig.
1c, where n0 = 10
19m−3 is the reference density used for the normalization of the TOKAM3X
equations. We remark that, for this simulation, n0 can be considered the density at the Last Closed
Figure 2: a) Time evolution of the density fluctuation δn normalized to the reference density value
n0, for a radial cut at the OMP. The primary and secondary separatrix are shown with a dashed
and dotted black line, respectively. b) Normalized density fluctuation δn/n0 on a flux surface in
the main SOL (ru = 12ρs). A magnetic field line resulting from field line tracing is overplotted in
black.
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Flux Surface (LCFS), since at this location n/n0 ∼ 1. The plasma is assumed to be isothermal
Te = Ti = T0, with T0 = 50eV the electron temperature at the LCFS. This allows us a more
accurate comparison with the scalings derived in Ref. [5], by avoiding secondary effects due to finite
temperature [24] and neutral friction [25].
The simulation includes a realistic safety factor q varying poloidally, with its value just inside the
LCFS being q95 ∼ 4. The effects of a finite aspect ratio A = R0/a = 5 are included, where R0 and
a are the major and minor radius, respectively. To ensure a tractable computational time together
with a reliable resolution, the computational domain is approximately 1/3 of the real size of WEST,
with 1/ρ∗ = a/ρs = 512, ρs being the ion sound speed Larmor radius, and a pi/2 periodicity of
the solution is assumed to consider only 1/4 of torus. In addition, the plasma collisionality is
set to ν∗ ≡ ρs/(csτe) = 0.072, where τe is the electron collision time. The choice of this value,
approximately a factor of 5 larger than the typical experimental one, is driven by the need to keep
computational costs reasonable [23], since small collisionality leads to smaller turbulent structures
and requires grid with higher resolution. The impact of this parameter on blob dynamics will be
further discussed in section 5.
The meshes used for the two configurations are sketched in Fig. 1a,b. It is regular in the toroidal
direction with Nφ = 64 poloidal planes. In the poloidal plane, the domain decomposition allows
us to consider variable resolutions in the poloidal (θ) and radial (ψ) directions depending on the
different zones (16 for the LSN configuration). In a current run, the mesh size is approximately of
6.4 · 104 grid points in the poloidal plane. The output sampling frequency is 1/100τ−1c , where τc
is the ion cyclotron time. In summary, our simulations feature a realistic magnetic geometry. The
size of the simulation (1/ρ∗) and the grid resolution, together with the collisionality ν∗, are chosen
as a trade-off between containing computational cost while maintaining a high enough resolution
to allow turbulence to develop in the simulations and to be studied afterwards. This is indeed
the case, as it emerges from Fig. 2a, where an example of the evolution in time of the density
fluctuation δn at the outer midplane (OMP) is shown for the LSN configuration. The picture shows
that in these simulations turbulent structures arise spontaneously inside the LCFS (black dashed
line) and extend into the SOL, where they propagate radially outwards.These turbulent structures
are elongated in the toroidal direction, as is visible in Fig. 2b, where δn is shown on a flux surface
in the main SOL (region comprised between the two separatrixes). In the picture, a magnetic field
line resulting from field line tracing is overplotted in black, showing that the density fluctuations
are field aligned.
2.2 2D and 3D Conditional Average Sampling (CAS)
To investigate blob dynamics we use a Conditional Average Sampling (CAS) technique, as is com-
monly done in experiments using Langmuir probes arrays or fast imaging. In experiments, due to
obvious constraints on the diagnostics position, this analysis is usually limited to a very specific
portion of space, typically restricted to a line or at best to a narrow 2D region usually at the outer
midplane. In 3D simulations, this constraint is no longer present and each point of the 3D domain
is accessible for CAS analysis. At a fixed point x0 = (ψ0, θ0, φ0) in the simulation domain, the
blobs are identified by the threshold condition n(x0, t) > n¯(x0) + 2.5σ(x0), where n¯ is the time
and toroidally averaged density and σ is the corresponding standard deviation. The peaks of the
density time trace n(x0, t) for which the condition is satisfied define the time of occurrence of a
blob, tk. The conditional averaged blob spatial profiles are computed superimposing the density
fluctuation profiles at the corresponding peak times δnCAS(x) =
∑N
k=1(n(x, tk) − n¯(x))/N . The
conditional average radial and poloidal size of the blob, ar and aθ respectively, are computed as the
HWHM of δnCAS(x) in the r and θ direction respectively, with an incertitude of ±2ρs. The blob
4
velocity is identified with the E×B drift velocity, averaged over the blob occurrence times tk, whose
three components can be readily computed from the plasma potential at any given time and spatial
position in the simulation domain. As the reference point x0 is swept across the whole simulation
domain, we can compute the desired CAS quantities in 3D. Though, all the results are averaged
on the toroidal coordinate to improve statistics, resulting in 2D maps on a poloidal plane. Points
in space where the statistic is too scarce and /or the background averaged density is too small
n¯ < n0/100, where n0 is approximately the density at the LCFS, are excluded from the following
analysis.
Furthermore, we use a 3D CAS technique to evaluate the three-dimensional structure of the average
blobs in the main SOL. Similarly to the 2D CAS technique exposed above, we use the time trace
of the density in a reference point x0 = (ψ0, θ0, φ0) as a trigger, identifying the blobs through the
threshold condition n(x0, t) > n¯(x0) + 2.5σ(x0). For a generic field f we then compute the CAS
field in the whole simulation domain x = (ψ, θ, φ) as fCAS,x0(x) =
∑N
k=1 f(x, tk)/N , where tk are
the times at which the blobs are detected at the point x0. This procedure is repeated for all the
available poloidal planes φ0 to increase statistics. We restrict this study to the blobs in the main
SOL at the OMP, computing the CAS of density n, electric potential Φ, parallel current j|| and
radial E×B velocity vr and the respective fluctuations δn, δΦ, δj||.
2.3 A new 3D blob recognition and tracking algorithm (BRAT)
Blob tracking techniques have been used on both experimental data (Langmuir probe arrays [8]
and gas puff imaging [26]) and simulations [16]. These techniques are usually implemented in 2D
only, since the experimental measurements are available in a single poloidal plane, providing the
blob poloidal section and velocity on the chosen poloidal plane. In 3D turbulent simulations, the
constraint of a single poloidal plane can be dropped, and the detection and tracking of the blob can
be implemented directly in 3D leading to the time evolution of the whole spatial structure of the
filaments.
A new Blob Recognition And Tracking algorithm (3DBRAT) has been developed in this work . For
every timestep of the simulation tk, the blob recognition is performed over the whole simulation
domain through the condition
n(x, tk) > n¯(x) + Θdσ(x), (1)
where Θd is the detection threshold, x = (ψ, θ, φ) is the position vector, and the bar denotes averag-
ing over time and toroidal direction. The connected domains satisfying this condition are identified
and labeled with integer values {Li}i=1,...,Nb . We remark that no assumption on the field alignment
of the structures is made during this detection procedure. Though, the blobs are typically elongated
along the field lines and extend toroidally through multiple tours of the torus. The simulation do-
main, though, covers at best a toroidal extent of 2pi, and periodic boundary conditions are applied
at the toroidal borders, iφ = 1 and iφ = Nφ. Therefore, a single blob would be originally detected as
multiple connected domains extending from one toroidal border to the other, with different labels
Li. The connected domains extending through the toroidal borders need to be identified and to be
given the same label. In TOKAM3X simulations there is an additional technical issue related to
the simulation domain splitting (see on Fig. 1), in which a single blob can extend through multiple
zones. The patching of the blobs through different zones and in the toroidal direction is performed
simultaneously. The blob toroidal starting point is identified, so that the different toroidal sections
of the same filament can be associated with a progressively increasing “tour number” Ntour, and a
monotonically increasing extended toroidal coordinate φext = φ + Ntourφmax, no longer restricted
to the interval [0, 2pi), where φmax = φ(iφ = Nφ). In this way, each blob will intersect the poloidal
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Figure 3: Three-dimensional structure of one blob in the main SOL as resulting from the 3DBRAT,
color coded with the average density fluctuation for each poloidal plane. The density fluctuation
field on four different poloidal planes is also shown. The lower divertor plates are shown with black
surfaces.
plane identified by φ = φext only once, allowing for the computation of the blob center of mass
and velocity, as it will be clarified in the following. Indeed, for every poloidal plane of the “unrav-
eled” blob φ = φext,i, we compute the position of the center of mass as xCM,i =
∑
δnV x/
∑
δnV ,
where the sum is over all the simulation cells satisfying Eq. 1 on the φ = φext,i plane and V
is the volume of each cell. Similarly, we define for each poloidal plane an average density fluc-
tuation δnCM,i =
∑
δnV/
∑
V . This allows us to define a toroidal center of mass for the blob
φCM =
∑
δnCM,iViφext,i/
∑
δnCM,iVi, where Vi is the total volume of the blob in the φ = φext,i
poloidal plane. Also, for each φ = φext,i plane, the poloidal and radial size of the blob are computed
as HWHM of the density fluctuation in the poloidal and radial direction, respectively.
For a better calculation of center of mass and velocity, we allow for two different threshold for
the blob detection, the first one defining the blob shape that finally impacts the computation of
the center of mass and velocity of the blob, and a second one that sets the definition of what we
consider a blob, similarly to the CAS analysis. Therefore, of all the detected blobs at the time
tk, only the ones for which at least one point satisfies n(x, tk) > n¯(x) + Θbσ(x) are kept for the
following analysis, where Θb ≥ Θd is the threshold defining the blobs; in the following analysis,
we will use Θd = 1.5 and Θb = 2.5. An example of the structure of a blob resulting form this
detection technique is shown in Fig. 3, color coded with the average density fluctuation δnCM,i for
each poloidal plane.
In order to track the filaments in time, the blob bi detected at the time tk have to be iden-
tified as the evolution of the blob bj detected at the previous time step tk−1. This is done
through a superposition criteria: the two blobs are considered to be the same if the volume of
their superposition is bigger than a fraction fsup = 0.1 of the volume of the former structure,
V (bi(tk) ∩ bj(tk−1)) > fsupV (bj(tk−1)). Using this criteria, the algorithm is able to recognize merg-
ing and splitting events. Merging occurs when two or more distinct blobs at time tk−1 superimpose
with one blob at time tk, while splitting occurs when one blob at time tk−1 superimposes with two
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Figure 4: Radial profiles at the outer midplane of a) density n b) poloidal velocity vE×B,θ for the
lower single null (blue diamonds) and shallow divertor (orange squares) configurations. The primary
and secondary separatrixes are shown with black dashed lines. In a), the fit of the n(ru) profiles in
the SOL with an exponential up to ru = 0 is shown with thick solid lines.
or more distinct blobs at time tk; combined splitting and merging of several blobs into several blobs
is possible and is also taken into account.
Once the blobs are tracked in time, we compute their velocity, defined for every poloidal plane
φ = φext,i as the velocity of the center of mass vCM,i(tk) = (xCM,i(tk+1) − xCM,i(tk−1))/2dt and
the angular velocity of the blob as ωCM = (φCM (tk+1)− φCM (tk−1))/2dt. All the blobs living less
then three time steps are discarded from the analysis since the computation of the velocity would
not be possible.
3 Plasma steady state.
We here characterize the plasma steady-state in both LSN and SD magnetic configurations using
time-averaged profiles.
The density radial profiles n(ru) at the outer midplane, with ru the upstream radial coordinate
being ru = 0 at the LCFS, clearly show the effect of the secondary separatrix (i.e. the most radially
outwards one) for both configurations, Fig. 4a. Indeed, the profiles exhibit in the SOL two different
slopes in the vicinity of the two separatrixes, with a steepening of the profiles as one moves towards
the secondary one. This increases of gradients can be due to the presence of a shear layer of the
poloidal E × B velocity for ru & 20ρs, as shown in Fig. 4b, where the radial profiles of vθ are
plotted. Similarly to what observed in ASDEX-Upgrade [27], this shear layer can be caused by
the sudden reduction in connection length when crossing the secondary separatrix. The SOL decay
length is computed fitting the n(ru) profiles from the LCFS up to ru = 20ρs where the change in
slope appears. For the LSN and SD configurations, the values are λn = 14.5ρs and λn = 21.7ρs,
respectively. The widening of the SOL for the SD configuration, reflected in a decrease of the
poloidal shear at the LCFS, is unexpected and requires further investigations.
For both the LSN and SD configurations, the presence of the secondary separatrix affects the profiles
at the target plates as well, as shown on Fig. 5 showing the profiles of the particle flux Γ(ru) along
the upstream radial coordinate. The profiles are fitted with the convolution of an exponential decay
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Figure 5: Radial profiles remapped upstream of the particle flux at the target plates Γ for a) the
LSN case b) the SD case.The main targets are shown with red squares and blue diamonds for the
HFS and LFS respectively. The secondary targets are shown with orange Xs and green crosses for
the HFS and LFS respectively. The fit of the Γ(ru) profiles with Eq.(2) are shown with solid lines.
with a Gaussian of width S, describing a spreading of the profile due to diffusion in the divertor
[28, 29]:
f(x) =
f0
2
exp
[(
S
2λ
)2
− x− x0
λi
]
erfc
(
S
2λ
− x− x0
S
)
(2)
For both LSN and SD configurations, the profiles at the main (lower) divertor are satisfactorily
described by Eq.(2) up to ru ∼ 30ρs, while this is no longer true as one approaches and crosses
the secondary separatrix. For the LSN configuration, the fitted values of the decay length λ is
comparable with the ones computed upstream for the density profiles, the HFS SOL being slightly
narrower than the LFS SOL, consistently with the ballooning character of the turbulent transport.
For the SD configuration, the fit with Eq.(2) provides values of the spreading parameters much
bigger than the exponential decay length S  λ. This is due partly to the lack of a private flux
region, allowing to correctly estimate S, and partly to the fact that the profiles are actually more
Gaussian-like. Eq. (2) might therefore no longer provide a meaningful physical description of the
target profiles. The presence of the secondary X-point leads to the deposition of particles on the
upper divertor plates (Γ > 0), even though the peak value is more than one order of magnitude
smaller than the one at the main divertor. The Γ(ru) profiles at the secondary targets are in general
well described by Eq.(2), and they are dominated by diffusion (S ≥ λ).
Finally, in both LSN and SD configurations, we observe an inner/outer asymmetry, with the ratii
of the peak values Γpeak,inner/Γpeak,outer ∼ 1.2 and 1.5, respectively. This could be partially due to
the presence of a radial E×B drift, directed across the X-point towards the HFS, similarly to what
previously observed in TOKAM3X simulations in diverted geometry [30]. Also, this inner/outer
asymmetry is reversed at the secondary target that is consistent with the LFS secondary target,
and this is consistent with the LFS secondary target being directly connected to the turbulent LFS
SOL, while the HFS secondary target is connected to the less turbulent HFS SOL. Furthermore,
the radial E × B through the secondary X-point is reversed with respect to the primary X-point,
directed here towards the LFS.
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Figure 6: Poloidal distribution of the CAS results for the LSN case, respectively a) the blob detection
frequency fb b) the blob relative density fluctuation δnb/n c) blob radial size ar and d) blob poloidal
size aθ. For pictures c) and d), a zoom of the region around the OMP is also shown; note the different
color coding for the subplot in c).
Figure 7: Poloidal distribution of the blob velocities resulting from the CAS for the LSN case,
respectively a) radial b) poloidal and c) toroidal component. For all quantities, a zoom of the
region around the OMP is also shown; note the different color coding for the subplot in a).
4 Blob dynamics in the poloidal plane
The blob dynamics is analyzed here in both LSN and SD magnetic configurations using the 2D
conditional average sampling technique (2D CAS) described in section 2.2.
9
Fig.6a shows the blob detection frequency fb for the LSN configuration. As expected, blobs occur
more frequently in the main LFS SOL, as is expected since this region features unfavorable cur-
vature, developing interchange instability. The maximum of the relative density fluctuation of the
blobs δnb/n is also peaked in the LFS SOL as shown in Fig.6b due to the ballooning character of
transport. Both fb and δnb/n decrease strongly in the vicinity of the primary X-point, exhibiting a
quiescent zone, similarly to what observed experimentally in the MAST tokamak with fast framing
imaging [31] and in previous TOKAM3X simulations in COMPASS geometry [30].
At the OMP, the radial size of the blobs ar is in the range 4 ≤ ar/ρs ≤ 10 (inner plot in Fig. 6c),
increasing moving radially outwards. ar is reduced close to the secondary separatrix consistently
with the shear in the poloidal velocity at this location, as previously discussed in section 3 (Fig.
4). Moving poloidally towards the X-points, the blob radial size increases up to a factor 5 with
respect to its value at the OMP, accordingly to the flux expansion. The blob poloidal size aθ (Fig.
6d) exhibits an opposite behaviour, with 29 ≤ aθ/ρs ≤ 59 at the OMP and local maxima close
to the two separatrixes, consistently with the shearing of the poloidal velocity. aθ decreases by
approximately a factor 5 approaching the X-points, consistently with the conservation of flux along
the field lines and the above mentioned increase in the radial size.
The three components of blob velocities resulting from the CAS are showed in Fig. 7. The radial
velocity vr is usually positive, assuming slightly negative values only in the vicinity of the X-points,
accordingly to the steady-state E×B flow discussed in the previous section. At the OMP, the blob
motion is mainly in the poloidal direction, being vθ/vr ∼ 10 and vθ/vφ ∼ 10. Here, vr decreases
moving radially outwards while vθ changes sign close to the secondary separatrix, accordingly to the
steady-state E×B flow. This change of direction in blob propagation is observed also in the toroidal
direction. As one approaches the X-points, vr increases by approximately 5 times, accordingly to
the flux expansion and the hypothesis of the filaments being field-aligned.
Results for the SD magnetic configuration are qualitatively the same, though some differences
emerge. The blob detection frequency increases by approximately 50% with respect to the LSN
configuration, with an average value of 〈fb〉 = 3.9 ·10−5τ−1c compared to 〈fb〉 = 2.6 ·10−5τ−1c for the
LSN. The blob size also increases both radially and poloidally with respect to the LSN configuration,
with 5 ≤ ar/ρs ≤ 12 and 34 ≤ aθ/ρs ≤ 56 at the OMP. In the vicinity of the LCFS at the OMP,
the blob radial velocity is increased by ∼ 25% with respect to the LSN configuration, while both
the poloidal and toroidal velocity decrease by ∼ 50%.
The poloidal variations of the blob radial velocity vr on a flux surface is shown on Fig. 8a,b for
both the LSN and SD configuration respectively. vr increases when approaching both the primary
and the secondary X-point. This is due to the fact that the filamentary structures are field-aligned,
and as they move across flux surfaces at the OMP, they remain aligned with the same flux surface
at the divertor entrance as well. For this to happen, the filaments have to increase their radial
velocity proportionally to the flux expansion fx, since the distance between flux surfaces increases
progressively when moving from the OMP to the X-points. This is clearly shown on Fig. 9, where
the blob radial velocity normalized to the flux expansion vr/fx is plotted along the flux surface for
the two divertor configurations. The vr/fx profiles for each flux surface are approximately flat both
at the LFS and HFS, consistently with the previous explanation. The sudden decrease in vr when
moving from the LFS to the HFS (s/Lθ ∼ 0.6) suggests that the filamentary structures at the HFS
are disconnected from the ones at the LFS.
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each flux surface in the main SOL versus the normalized poloidal coordinate s/Lθ = 0 at the LFS
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5 Comparison with theoretical scalings
The radial velocity and poloidal sizes of blobs resulting from the 2D CAS are now compared to the
scaling laws derived in Ref. [5]. This model is particularly well-suited here for comparisons since
the plasma is assumed to be isothermal. The density and electric potential fluctuations along a
flux tube are considered, as it extends along the magnetic field with varying fanning and shear. As
a result of this derivation, the normalized blob velocity v˜ = vr/v
∗ at the outer midplane (OMP)
scales differently with the normalized blob size a˜ = aθ/a
∗ depending on the adimensional parameters
Λ = ν∗(me/mi)(L||/ρs), x = 1/fx,max and Θ = a˜5/2, where L|| is the connection length from the
OMP to the X-point, v∗ = (L||ρ2s/R30)1/5cs and a∗ = (L2||/R0ρs)
1/5ρs are the typical blob radial
velocity and size, respectively. fx,max is, for each flux surface, the maximum flux expansion along
the flux tube, corresponding approximately to the flux expansion at the level of the X-point.
The main instability drive, the curvature driven interchange modes around the outer midplane, can
be balanced by different mechanisms, leading to four different regimes, namely:
• sheath connected (CS), typical of low collisionality plasmas, where the instability drive is
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Figure 10: Comparison between the normalized blob radial velocity v˜ = vr/v
∗ measured with the
2D CAS technique with the prediction of the four different scalings: a) sheath connected (CS) b)
resitive X-point (RX) c) resistive ballooning (BR), and d) connected ideal-interchange (CI), for the
LSN configuration, color coded with the distance from the LCFS in term of poloidal magnetic flux
ψ, the black line on the colorbar indicating the position of the secondary separatrix.
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∗ measured with the
2D CAS technique with the prediction of the four different scalings: a) sheath connected (CS) b)
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balanced by sheath-connected modes. The blob velocity scales as v˜ = 1/a˜2.
• connected ideal-interchange (CI), where the instability drive is balanced by fanning-enhanced
inertia in a second region away from the OMP (typically an X-point). The blob velocity scales
as v˜ = xa˜
1/2
• resistive X-point (RX), balancing the instability drive with parallel resistivity, blob velocity
scales as v˜ = Λ/a˜2
• resistive ballooning (RB), balancing the instability drive with inertia around the OMP, blob
velocity scales as v˜ = a˜1/2
Investigations in Ref. [20, 32] have shown that the background plasma impacts the blob radial
velocity proportionally to the relative pressure fluctuations. So, all the above scalings should be
multiplied by δnb/n, since in the present isothermal simulations the pressure can be identified with
the density. We remark that, even though the value of collisionality ν∗ is artificially high in our
simulations, this does not force the blobs to be in the RB or RX regimes. Indeed the parameter con-
trolling the transition between the different regimes are Λ = ν∗(me/mi)(L||/ρs) and x = 1/fx,max.
For our simulations, Λ . 0.5, so we expect the blobs to be in the CS regime (transition between CS
and RX or RB for Λ ∼ 1), or in the CI one (transition between CS and CI or RX for Θ ∼ 1/x . 16).
The blob sizes and velocities resulting from the 2D CAS at the LFS (an angular sector of ±pi/3
around the OMP) are compared with the four different scalings in Fig. 10 and 11 for the LSN and
SD configurations, respectively, color coded with the distance of the flux surfaces from the LCFS.
For all cases, the equality between the measured radial velocities and the ones predicted by the
scaling laws is shown with a black line.
For the LSN configuration, numerical results in the main SOL (in blue in the figure) agree well
with the CS scaling (a) (blobs connected to the divertor plates), while moving further outwards in
the SOL (light blue, green, yellow points), the agreement becomes better with the RX scaling (b),
though the two only differ by a factor Λ, that in this case is close to unity. As one moves inwards
towards the LCFS, the squeezing and fanning of the flux tubes, due to the flux expansion and
magnetic shear, become important, and the blobs velocity are better described by the CI scaling
(d). The latter case corresponds to the dark blue points in the figure.
Qualitatively, the same conclusions apply to the SD configuration (Fig. 11), the main difference
being the blob dynamics is better described by the CS scaling rather than by the RX one through
a wider portion of the main SOL.
Globally, the blobs in the simulations are therefore in the regimes one would expect from the values
of Λ, x and Θ, i.e. the CS and CI ones. The better agreement in the main SOL with the RX rather
than the CS scaling could be due to the decrease in radial velocity associated to blob spinning [33],
as it will be further discussed in section 6. Local differences between the expected regime and the
one better agreeing with the measured vr can be explained by non-local effects, e.g. the history
of the blob traveling radially through zones associated with different regimes and needing time to
adapt its velocity accordingly.
This comparison shows that filaments can have different dynamic regimes in the same configuration,
changing from one to another in different regions of the SOL. They so potentially evolve and adapt
their radial velocity as they travel radially outwards. This detail is not captured by the standard
picture used to describe blob dynamics. Nevertheless, the theoretical model describing the radial
propagation of a blob in a simplified geometry and background plasma describes reasonably well
the different (averaged-) blob regimes also in these 3D simulations featuring a realistic magnetic
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Figure 12: a) Density fluctuation δn, b) plasma potential fluctuation δΦ, c) radial E ×B velocity
vE×B,r, and d) parallel current fluctuation δj|| resulting from the 3D CAS in the LFS main SOL
of the LSN configuration, for the reference point being at the OMP halfway between the two
separatrices (white crosses). The contours δn = σ are shown in white.
geometry and a turbulent background plasma. We remark indeed that despite the use of the CAS
technique involving substantial averaging of the blob profiles, the scattering of the resulting data is
still evident. The latter can be interpreted as an effect of the turbulent background plasma, result-
ing in mutual blob interactions, that can cause deviations from the average-blob model, suggesting
even larger differences for the dynamics of single filaments. The latter point can not be investigated
by means of CAS, and will be further discussed in the following section 7.
6 3D structure of blobs
The three-dimensional structure of blobs in the OMP main SOL is described using the 3D CAS
technique described in section 2.2. The resulting CAS δn, δΦ, vE×B,r and δj|| are shown on Fig. 12
in the LFS main SOL of the LSN configuration, for the reference point being at the OMP radially
halfway between the two separatrices (white crosses). The contours δn = σ, defining approximately
the blob cross section, are shown in white. The plots extend poloidally from the lower (main)
X-point (at the bottom of the plots) to the upper (secondary) one, at the top of the plots. As
a result, the monopole in density fluctuation at the OMP (Fig. 12a) does not coincide with a
dipole in the plasma potential fluctuations (Fig. 12b). Indeed, the average phase shift δph ≡
arccos[〈δnδΦ〉/(〈δn2〉1/2〈δΦ2〉1/2)] in the main SOL is approximately δph ∼ pi/4 and δph ∼ pi/3 for
the LSN and SD configuration, respectively. This is consistent with previous turbulence simulations
in limiter geometry [23, 34], and suggests that other instabilities such as drift waves (δph ∼ 0) may
superimpose to the main interchange one (δph = pi/2) [34].
The small phase shift in between δn and δΦ is reflected in a more dipole-like structure for the CAS
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Figure 13: CAS fluctuating poloidal velocity vp together with the relative streamlines (white, arrows)
for the average blob in Fig. 12 (thick white contour) at the OMP.
vE×B,r (Fig. 12c). This questions the assumption made in section 4, and more generally in the
theoretical models for blob propagation, i.e. that the blob velocity coincides with the E×B velocity
at the point of maximum density fluctuations. This can partly explain some of the differences
between the predicted scalings and the CAS results as discussed in section 5. The CAS parallel
current fluctuations δj|| (Fig. 12d) exhibit an even more complex dipole-like pattern.
The dipolar structure of vE×B,r leads to blob spinning, as it is shown in Fig. 13, where the
CAS fluctuating poloidal velocity vp is shown together with the relative streamlines for the average
blob in Fig. 12 at the OMP. Blob spinning can increase blob coherence and can impact both the
radial and poloidal blob motion [33]. We remark that in Ref. [33] blob spinning arises of a natural
consequence of the blob having an internal temperature profile; this is not the case for our isothermal
(Te = Ti = 1) simulations, and it has to be considered therefore to be directly caused by the drift
wave-like potential monopole of our filaments.
In the following, we evaluate the connection of the blobs from the OMP to the target, both in terms
of density and current fluctuations. Since the blobs are field aligned and, as discussed above, are
assimilable to a density monopole in a poloidal plane, we evaluate the connection of the density
fluctuations by studying the value of the CAS δn along a field line passing through the reference
point used for the CAS, i.e. the maximum of δn at the OMP. The so evaluated relative fluctuations
δn/n are shown in Fig. 14 for different reference points at the OMP for the LSN (a) and SD (b)
configurations. In the proximity of the primary separatrix, the density fluctuations at the OMP are
disconnected from the LFS target, as δn/n ≤ 0 from the X-point location up to the target. Further
into the main SOL, the filaments are attached to the divertor plate, as δn/n > 0 from the OMP to
the LFS end of the field line. We remark that δn/n substantially decreases when moving from the
LFS to the HFS (s/L|| > 0.6), according to the damping of turbulence due to unfavorable curvature
for the the interchange instability.
As far as the electrical connection is concerned, the picture is more complicated. Indeed, the
fluctuations of parallel current δj|| along the field line passing through the maximum of the density
fluctuation at the OMP also go to zero for the blobs close to the LCFS, as shown in Fig. 15a for
the LSN configuration. Since j|| exhibits a complex structure internally to the blob (as discussed
above and shown in Fig. 12), focusing on the value of δj|| along a single field line to evaluate the
blob electrical connection to the divertor plates might not be the best choice. In Fig. 15b we plot
instead the quantity Cj(s) =
∫
S |δj|||dS, where the surface integral is evaluated on every poloidal
cut by following all the field lines going through the δn/σ = 1 contour at the OMP for each reference
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blob. As a result, for the blobs close to the LCFS the current Cj(s) integrated over the surface
is substantially reduced when going from the OMP through the LFS X-point, but it is never null.
Similar conclusions hold for the SD configuration.
7 3D structure and dynamics of single blobs
The BRAT algorithm (described in section 2.3) is applied on the simulations in both LSN and SD
configurations, resulting in the detection of 2273 and 1850 blobs, respectively. Among the detected
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blobs, 53.4% (61.5%) is first detected (or “naturally born”) in the LSN (resp. SD) configuration,
while 20.2% (16.7%) is born from splitting events, 19.2% (17.1%) from merging events, and 7.1%
(4.8%) results from combined merging and splitting events. This result, i.e. approximately half
of the tracked blob being involved in mutual interactions, is consistent with previous 2D tracking
analysis on full turbulence simulations of limited plasmas performed with a different code[16]. This
highlights the impact of a consistent turbulent plasma background on blob dynamics, which is not
included in seeded blob simulations.
We can categorize the detected filaments into different populations in the LSN (SD) configuration.
Indeed, 13.2% (15.7%) of the blobs are contained inside the LCFS, 39.7% (47.6%) are entirely lo-
cated in the HFS SOL, while 37.8% (32.4%) are entirely located in the LFS SOL. Moreover, 8.0 %
(3.3%) of the blobs extend into both the HFS and the LFS, while 14.1% (0%) are entirely contained
in the divertor (zones 1,2,3,4,7 and 8 in Fig. 1 for the LSN, not present for the SD). In the latter
category, 51.6% of the blobs are connected to the inner strike point and 37.6% are connected to the
outer strike point, while the remaining 10.8% are in the private flux region. The divertor blobs, be-
ing entirely located below the X-point and therefore disconnected from the OMP, are most probably
generated at this location by turbulence, consistently with previous TOKAM3X investigations [35].
The dynamics of this kind of blobs, also observed experimentally in Ref. [31, 36], is not described
by the theoretical models (e.g. [5]) that are developed for blobs located at the OMP, and thus their
radial velocity could scale differently. The investigation of this kind of blobs and their impact on
divertor heat loads is therefore advised and will be carried on in future works.
The detected blobs survive on average 687 (695) τc in the LSN (SD) configuration, the most proba-
ble value being 300τc (corresponding to three sampling steps, being the output frequency 10
−2τ−1c ,
used as a cutoff in order to compute the velocity), with a probability distribution approximately ex-
ponentially decaying for all the blob populations, as is shown for the LSN configuration in Fig. 16a.
Statistically speaking the detected blobs are also spatially short, with the mean toroidal extension
〈∆φ/2pi〉 = 0.89 (0.81) turns, and the most probable value is close to 0. Most of the short blobs
though are located entirely at the HFS or entirely at the LFS, mostly outside the secondary separa-
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trix or in the private flux regions, i.e. in zones where the background density is small n¯ < n0/100,
that have been neglected in the previous CAS analysis. Conversely, the blobs that extend from the
LFS to the HFS are winded on average on 2.59 (3.34) toroidal turns, with a probability distribution
peaking at 5 (4.5) turns (Fig. 16b), this value corresponding to a full poloidal turn around of the
plasma, q95 being around 4 and increasing in the SOL. On the contrary, the divertor blobs are small
(∆φ/2pi . 1), consistently with their limited poloidal extension by definition. We remark that the
filaments are on average shorter for the SD configuration, which is consistent with the field lines be-
ing shorter in this configuration due to the removal of the region below the X-point. The probability
distribution of filament angular velocity ωCM is peaked around 0, as shown in Fig. 16c, and slightly
asymmetric, with 〈ωCM 〉 = −1.3 · 10−4τ−1c (−1.0 · 10−4τ−1c ). For the OMP blobs the asymmetry
increases, and the average ωCM is −5.7 · 10−4τ−1c for the LSN configuration, and −7.5 · 10−5τ−1c
for the SD configuration. This is consistent with the average negative toroidal velocity resulting
from the CAS analysis presented in section 4, and with its reduction when moving from the LSN
configuration to the SD one.
In the following we compare the results from BRAT to the ones from the CAS, exposed in section 4.
As the blob poloidal size aθ is computed with analogous procedures in both cases, the BRAT aθ are
on average directly proportional to the CAS ones, but of course with a huge spread due to the fact
that the BRAT values correspond to single blobs while the CAS ones are averaged values. The same
conclusion holds for the relative density fluctuations δn/n, with the difference that the CAS values
are here computed as a volume average for each single blob toroidal slice, and the CAS values are
the (averaged) peak values. On average the linear relation holds (δn/n)BRAT = A(δn/n)CAS , with
A ∼ 0.6 and 0.5 for the LSN and SD case, respectively. One more meaningful comparison is the one
between the velocities resulting from the two techniques, determined in substantially different ways.
Indeed, while the CAS velocities rely on the assumption that the blob velocity corresponds to the
E×B drift at the blob location, the BRAT velocities result directly from the tracking in time of the
three-dimensional structures, and no assumption on their nature is made a priori. This comparison
is shown in Fig. 17, where we compare the velocities computed from the tracking algorithm, vtr,
with the ones resulting from the CAS, vCAS . This analysis is carried on an angular sector centered
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Figure 18: Three-dimensional structure of a detected blob evolving in time (color coding is time).
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Figure 20: Lower point reached by the blobs connected to the OMP Zax − Zmin, plotted as a
function of ψ − ψ0 (probability distribution in blue, average value in red), for the LSN (a) and SD
(b) configurations. The position of the X-point is shown with a green star, and the vertical position
of the line passing through the X-point and perpendicular to the flux surfaces is shown with a black
line. The divertor plate is plotted with a thick black line. The position of the two separatrixes is
shown with dashed lines.
around the midplane, and vCAS have been binned for an easier comparison, the occurrence of each
binned value being given in the picture by the color coding. The average vtr for blobs crossing
the corresponding CAS points and its standard deviation have been computed for both the LSN
(circles, blue errorbars) and the SD configuration (triangles, red errorbars). As a result, we notice
how the velocities resulting from the tracking are in average consistent with vCAS (within errorbars,
the equality line being plotted in black), for both the radial and poloidal component; though,
the scattering is usually huge, even though it is reduced for the vCAS with higher occurrence.
We also remark that, while on average the radial component of vtr is positive, the number of blobs
propagating radially inwards is non-negligible. Radial negative velocities could result from nonlinear
effects such as blob rotation, interaction between multiple blobs or the splitting of a single one. Such
velocities have been already observed both in experiments [13, 37] and simulations with other codes
[16, 17].
The three-dimensional filamentary structures can indeed evolve in time in complex ways. Even
though exposing a zoology of blob trajectories is tempting, it would be unnecessarily long and not
relevant in statistical terms. Therefore, we show here just one example in Fig. 18, were we plot the
time evolution of a blob extending in the LFS SOL approximately from the secondary X-point to
the primary one. The corresponding evolution of the toroidal profiles of the blob density fluctuation
δn, the area in the poloidal cross section A, the poloidal and radial size aθ and ar, and the radial
and poloidal velocities resulting from the tracking vψ and vθ are shown in Fig .19. In this figure,
the secondary X-point (top of the plasma) is on the left, while the main X-point (bottom of the
plasma) is on the right. We can see that, as the blob approaches the main X-point, δn is decreased
and the blob squeezes (A is also decreased); more specifically, the blob is squeezed in the poloidal
direction (aθ decreases) while it elongates in the radial direction (ar increases) according to the
deformation of the flux tube. For the blob to remain field aligned in its motion, vψ is also increased
at the X-point. vθ, mainly negative at the OMP (blob drifting upwards), has a complex evolution
both in time and space.
The squeezing of the blobs in the toroidal direction at the X-point, at scales comparable to the
gyro-radius (or, in this case, to the resolution of the simulation) where collisional/diffusive processes
start to be important as suggested in Ref. [31], is the most probable cause of their disconnection from
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the target plates. Indeed, in Fig. 20, we consider the lower point reached by the blobs connected
to the OMP, plotted as a function of ψ−ψ0 (probability distribution in blue, average value in red).
For the LSN case, close to the separatrix the blobs do not extend further than the X-point (green
star, black line) and do not reach the divertor plate (thick black line). Further in the SOL, the
blobs extend up to the divertor plate, and the OMP and target plate are therefore connected. We
remark that, even though cases of a single blob starting close to the LCFS disconnected from the
divertor plate and reconnecting to it as it moves radially outwards in the SOL are observed here,
they are statistically not relevant as the filaments motion is primarily in the poloidal direction.
Furthermore, the blobs are also disconnected from the target close to the secondary separatrix, but
here it is more probably due to the strong shear in poloidal velocity described in sections 3 and 4,
rather than to the squeezing of the filamentary structure as described here for the main X-point.
For the SD configuration, where the X-point coincides with the target plates, the blobs still seem
not to reach the divertor plate close to the separatrix, while they are connected to it further in the
SOL. We remark that, in addition to the squeezing of the filaments, magnetic shear could play a
role in the loss of coherence of blobs at the X-point, as shown in seeded blob simulations [14].
Due to the huge scattering in the tracked radial velocities, including also negative values, which
are not taken into account by the theoretical models, the comparison with the scalings discussed
in section 5 becomes more difficult in the tracking case. To reduce the scattering in measured
velocities, we binned the results on the value of ψ, resulting in the average values 〈v˜tr〉(ψ), 〈a˜tr〉(ψ),
〈δn
n
〉(ψ), where the brackets denotes binning over ψ. Using these values, we can compute the
predicted velocities vsc for the CS, RX, RB and CI scaling respectively. In Fig. 21, we quantify
the goodness of the prediction through the relative error E = (〈v˜tr〉 − vsc)2/σ2v,tr, where σv,tr is
the standard deviation of the binned radial velocity 〈v˜tr〉. As a result, for both the LSN (a) and
SD configuration (b), the CS or RX scaling agree best with the measured velocities through all the
SOL, except in the vicinity of the two separatrixes, where the the CI scaling provides a better (or at
least comparably good) prediction. The RB scaling overestimates the blob radial velocity through
all the SOL.
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8 Conclusion
The effect of X-points and of the divertor configuration on turbulence and more specifically on
the blobs dynamics is studied in this paper, using isothermal simulations of the WEST tokamak
performed with the fluid code TOKAM3X. Two magnetic topologies are compared, namely the
standard Lower Single Null (LSN) and the Shallow Divertor (SD), the second one featuring the
primary X-point directly in contact with the lower divertor plate. Both configurations show the
activation of secondary strike points at the top of the plasma through the secondary X-point. While
in the LSN configuration the divertor particle flux profiles are well described by the usual convolution
of an exponential decay and a gaussian taking into account diffusive processes in the private flux
region, the SD case exhibits almost gaussian divertor particle flux profiles, and diffusion dominates.
To characterize the effect of the magnetic geometry on turbulence, we investigate blobs dynamics.
We first apply a Conditional Average Sampling (CAS) technique, and we compare the resulting
blob sizes and velocities in a surrounding of the outer midplane (OMP) with the theoretical scalings
in Refs. [5, 20]. As a result, this theoretical model describing the radial propagation of a blob in
a simplified geometry and background plasma describes reasonably well the different blob regimes
observed in the 3D simulations featuring a realistic magnetic geometry and a turbulent background
plasma. The filaments are observed to follow different scalings depending on the SOL region; in
particular, they agree with the sheath connected scaling or the resistive X-point one (giving similar
predictions for the considered cases) in the main SOL, except close to the separatrix, where the
filament dynamics agree better with the connected ideal-interchange scaling, where the instability
drive is balanced by fanning-enhanced inertia close to the X-point. We complement these results
with a 3D CAS analysis, showing how the averaged filaments at the OMP are disconnected from the
target when close to the separatrix, being the density fluctuation along the field line δn ≤ 0 below
the X-point. A similar investigation on the filament electrical connection to the target gives no
clear result, mainly due to the difficulty of clearly defining a criterion for the electrical connection
of blobs, exhibiting internal complex current dipole-like structure. Qualitatively, the same results
hold for both the LSN and SD cases.
A novel 3D blob recognition and tracking algorithm has been implemented and presented here. Its
application to the simulation results provides the evolution in time of the three-dimensional blob
structures, and of the toroidal profiles of the associated density fluctuation, poloidal and radial sizes
and velocities. The resulting velocities at the OMP agree on average with the ones resulting from the
CAS analysis, despite a huge scattering in values. A non negligible fraction of blobs exhibits negative
radial velocities, not described by the usual theoretical models, still experimentally observed. These
results evidence how a turbulent background plasma with mutual interactions in between filaments
can alter their dynamics, and how the trajectory of a single filament can substantially differ from the
average-blob evolution (CAS) and from the simplified theoretical prediction. The comparison of the
velocities and sizes resulting from the tracking with the theoretical scalings recovers qualitatively the
results from the CAS analysis, while the investigation of the poloidal extent of the blobs connected
to the OMP agrees with the results from the 3D CAS, showing how the blobs in correspondence
of the separatrixes do not reach the target plates. Following the evolution of the 3D filaments
structure, we see how the filaments squeeze in the poloidal direction while stretching in the radial
one in correspondence of the X-point, increasing at the same time their radial velocity. The poloidal
squeezing up to scales comparable to the ion gyroradius or where in any case collisional/diffusive
processes become dominant is probably the main cause of the blob disconnection from the target,
as suggested in Ref. [31]. Furthermore, in the LSN case a fraction of the blobs are generated
by turbulence below the X-point. The dynamics of this kind of blob, not described by the usual
theoretical models, need to be investigated in future works in order to asses their impact on divertor
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heat loads.
As a final picture, in these simulations the combination of high flux expansion and magnetic shear
disconnects the blobs from the divertor plates in the vicinity of the separatrix. This results, for
the LSN case, in a quiescent zone below the X-point, as previously observed in both experiments
[31, 36] and simulations [30], though active turbulence along the divertor leg creates new filaments
in this region. In the SD case, where the X-point is directly in contact with the divertor plate, the
disconnection of the filaments from the target (over a wider region due to the high X-point flux
expansion), with no further possibility of newly born filaments below the X-point, results in more
gaussian-like particle flux profiles on the target plates.
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